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1. You are the light that stands alone in depth of night and eye of storm. Where shadows fall, you enter in; ignite with hope what dark has dimmed. And though our eyes may fail to see, it is the heart that's given sight through night and storm, to trust in you. Up on our path you are the light.

2. You are the word that's written deep within the hearts of all who long for endless days beyond the skies, for peace on earth, a kingdom come. We sing the name that heals our souls, and share the way, the truth, the rose, you gave us peace, your Spirit gift to kindly lead. Sweet mystery, how true you guide. We look to life. For hearts that long, both lost and found, we speak the word: you are the light.

3. O you are God who spoke the dawn; the Savior's son who came in flesh to be a lamp for wandering soul. To steal our darkness by your death. And as you come, death. And though our heart is lost, you found, guide. Up we speak the way. We look to path you are the light.
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